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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the 2nd newsletter from the desk of Bombay Bengalis!!
Born on 18th June 2015, Bombay Bengalis or BB, as is now fondly referred to. The initial few weeks
was restricted to chatting in the WhatsApp group and adding new members. Bombay Bengalis held
its first meet at the historic Mohammed Ali Road on 1st July 2015 with approximately 15-20
members. Subsequently BB has held 38 such meets in the last 15 months.
Today BB has grown from strength to strength and has 150+ members in its WhatsApp group apart
from 1500+ odd members and followers on its Facebook page. However, BB has not limited its
activities to meets and chats alone. From organizing essential items for the underprivileged to
purchasing Rakhi’s & Diya’s for terminally ill patients, BB has been associated with various other
cultural as well as social activities since it’s inception.
BB was also proud to launch ‘Probashe’, a film on ‘Bombay te Bangali’ to mark its 1st Anniversary
(Link: https://youtu.be/zvywrjA2HD8 ). In the coming months, BB will be associated with a host of
more social and cultural programs.
We look forward to your active participation and positive feedback to make this newsletter grow
from strength to strength in the future.
The introductory issue of “Probashe Mumbai” saw a phenomenon response of over 1100+
downloads.
Three Cheers to Bombay Bengalis!!!!
A Very Happy Diwali To You All.
Biswadeep Mazumder.
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BOMBAY BENGALIS WISHES ALL
“A VERY HAPPY DIWALI”

Sketch: Souroja Ghosh, Class 2, Ryan International School.

THE GATES TO HELL
River Congo is situated in Congo, Africa. This is world’s third longest river which has a rapid
(whirlpool) system in its deep tributaries. Being the world’s wildest, strong and dangerous river and
number one in its rapid system it is too strong for which this is known as Gates of Hell. From Sky it
looks like a flat river but as you come down you see extreme power having the ability to crush
Titanic like a piece of paper. The average death at this gate is 50 annually. As it is one main link
between the interior Congo and outer world, for common people they have no other option but to
cross it but Mark Williamson does it for adventure. Having jumped from Niagara Falls he thought he
can do anything but on the first day when he took his kayak on the river suddenly a whirlpool came
beneath him and swallowed him. He thought that death is inevitable but fortunately his friends
pulled him out of death and the system, but even after a near visit to death he had the courage and
after three days of hard work with all equipment he crossed the gate on 4th January, 2000. He said,
“It’s not like we defeated the gates but its like a Thank you for letting me go alive.” So friends if you
ever visit Congo I would suggest not to try to cross the river but watch the beauty of this river from
the bank.
Shambo Mukherjee, Class Six, Delhi Public School, Panvel.
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CANCER
Cancer, what is it,
I'll tell you are probably fit,
Your life is like a candle lit.
With birds singing...
What if you don't have any hair,
So what, your life is still fair,
I request you to ignore the evil...
And move on in life,
Defeat the devil,
And cut cancer with a positive life.
You merge in us,
Like passengers in a bus,
Without any fuss...
You still remain my friends,
So what if cancer exists...think positive,
Steve Jobs did have cancer
Still creating "Apple" was his positive answer.
Be a fighter, be a champ,
Kick the cancer out of your mind camp.
Boudhayan Mohapatra, Class-7B, RN Podar School, Santacruz West.
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AT LAST
The green tender leaves swaying in netted sunbeam with crystals of dews
The dusty faded clouds flowing in the chest of sky in fews
The smooth flight of the cheerful little birds in the daylight
Just as I see crystalline so bright
Seemingly I give a smile to death
Hoping in return of an anonymous fate
Long are the days I'm waiting for you
Quenching my thirst for the bitter truth Happy days which have gone aloof
I crave to get one or two
I will miss the birds' mellow and soothing little breeze
I will leave the world with a swift ease
Death being inevitable will leave me in despaired monologue
As Gus, I would fear oblivion in my ever written prologue
I wait for the right time to come, ready I am to get faded into the misted little fog.
-

From The Archives. Image: Mrinal Sen & Rituparno Ghosh.
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•

¢ae Arll j¤ðC

Bombay is vibrant, Bombay is competetive, For Me Bombay is Success.
•

B¢j

hw-L¡mQ¡l

j¡e k h¡P¡¢m culture- V¡l ¢hou Lb¡ h¢m, kV¡
actually, LmL¡a¡l h¡P¡¢m culture h¡ Bengal Hl h¡P¡¢m culture pV¡ I
was never exposed to that L¡lZ Bj¡l SeÈ qu Bp¡j, Hlfl... I was
in class II, when we shifted to Gujarat... so B¢j born & brought up...
education ph¢LR¥ h¡ClC Ll¢Rz …Sl¡a Bjl¡ Bqjc¡h¡c
b¡La¡j, JM¡e bengali HLV¡ cultural association ¢Rm, ¢L¿¹¥ hðl
bL AeL R¡Vz hða kje Ha …m¡ f¤S¡ qu, B¢j kMe
Bqjc¡h¡c ¢Rm¡j aMe JM¡e HLV¡ f¤S¡ qaz So, a small
association, number of bengalis AeL Lj ¢Rm, so B¢j exactly JC
culture V¡ L¡e¢ce... j¡e... I was never into it completely. R¡Vhm¡u
actually,
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ka¡j f¤S¡-V¥S¡a... h¡h¡-j¡l p¡b ka¡j, pV¡ qa... Q¡l¢ce
Bm¡c¡ Bm¡c¡ ea¥e S¡j¡V¡j¡, f¡o¡L Le¡L¡V¡, Bl M¡h¡l c¡h¡l,
¢L¿¹¥ Hlfl kMe B¢j LmS Qm B¢p …Sl¡a b¡La b¡La I
was more inclined towards Navratri & then when I was shifted to
Bombay I was living alonez HM¡e Hp a¡ NavratriJ hå qu NR....

f¤S¡u L¡e¢ce k¡C¢e BN,

so I was completely away from it, plus
very important thing is that, I am not very fond of crowd & people and
festivities and noise.. So B¢j J…m¡ HLV¥ avoid L¢l, a¡C HV¡ bL

AeLV¡C detached ¢Rm¡j, a¡J k¡C f¤S¡a L¡lZ... because HLV¡
a¡ BÙÛ¡ BRC, so fËaÉL hRlC, HL¢ce atleast k¡Ju¡l Qø¡
L¢lz
• f¤S¡l

Destination...

e¡ e¡, HMe a¡ there is no connection with Gujarat... LmL¡a¡u B¢j
BS Jh¢d L¡e¢ce f¤S¡a k¡C¢e, B¢j f¤S¡a b¡¢LJ¢e LmL¡a¡u,
Bl B¢j b¡La Q¡CJ e¡; JC ¢isV¡ k... f¤S¡l BNC k HLV¡...
j¡e Bhq¡Ju¡V¡ B¢j c¢M... J iu fu k¡C B¢j... Ha m¡L
l¡Ù¹¡u qy¡V¡qy¡¢V LlRz
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• f¤S¡l NÒf
Ya... When I shot for Kahaani that is the first time I saw how it is... it is
too much for me.. I cant handle it.. so.... B¢j... f¤S¡a B¢j HM¡e

k¡C... A¢i¢Sac¡l f¤S¡a k¡C HL¢ce Bl HL¢ce, the Mukherjee
Pujo... It’s not Rani Mukherjee Pujo... apparantly Bjl¡ ph¡C h¢m l¡¢e
j¤M¡¢SÑ... l¡¢e j¤M¡¢SÑl f¤S¡, because they are the main faces there...
pC f¤S¡V¡a... kV¡ ¢VE¢mfl side-H kV¡ quz Bl... just HL¢ce
k¡C L¡le.... L¡le, HV¡J Bj¡l wife Bj¡L insist LlR k ka
qh, a¡l BN B¢j ka¡j e¡z Bj¡l wife kh bL hm¡ öl¦
LlR k because we have a daughter now & she needs to know that
she is a bengali so lets go, let her see the bengali culture & the festivities
a¡C Bjl¡ HMe k¡C.... HL¢cez JL f¤S¡... fË¢aj¡ cM¡e¡l SeÉ

L¢l, Aøj£l l¡a k
singers l¡ N¡e N¡u, pM¡e k¡Ju¡l Qø¡ L¢lz
plus cultural festival try

• Barkha-l

festival

V¡ qu, kM¡e

hw L¡eLne

qÉ¡, She finds it very fascinating about it, j¡e J h¡wm¡ M¡h¡l-c¡h¡l...
J hn£ i¡m¡h¡p... festivities, f¤S¡, p¡SN¡S, n¡¢s... HM¡e bL
n¡¢s... JM¡e bL n¡¢s... Hlfl HC eh¡... f¤QL¡-g¥QL¡... B¢j a¡
M¡CC e¡ g¥QL¡-V¥QL¡... J M¡u... So... J hn£ enjoy Llz ¢L¿¹¥, I am
sure that... cÉ¡M¡, L¡e HLV¡ S¡uN¡ visit Ll¡ is a different thing and
to live there is a different thing. So, it is like an American... Sorry,
American coming to India is very excited upon India, ¢WL BR, he¡lp

cMh, BNË¡ cMh, N¡u¡ cMh... I am not that sure that they want to live
in India... that is that.
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Photo Courtesy: Indraneil
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• ¢jl¡
Oh she is 5 years old & she is very sweet.. very very sweet & naughty
also. HMe M¤h naughty qu NR ¢L¿¹¥ M¤h sweet Bl... Obedient ¢L¿¹¥

i£oez That is really nice L¡lZ, j¡e h¡µQ¡ AeL pju disobedient qu
Bl parents-clL AeL trouble Llz So... She has her moments,
when she gets angry and she throws tantrums, ¢L¿¹¥ otherwise she is
very obedient. She is more of mama's girl, but HLV¥ hs qµR BÙ¹
BÙ¹, Bj¡l p‰ bonding-V¡ hn£ h¡sR suddenly, which is very
sweet.. I really like it. She spends times with me & talks with me a lot...
She is a little scared of me, but which is a good thing. You need
someone to discipline the baby at home. But she also loves me a lot
and... it’s great. I think... baby growing up is a great thing to watch. So
nice to see k Jl¡... How a little kid is so excited about anything....
anything simple is so exciting. So it’s nice to live all those moments with
them.

Photo Courtesy: Indraneil
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•

…Sl¡a fËh¡p£l¡

e¡, complete h¡P¡m£ culture a¡ qaC f¡l e¡, ¢L¿¹¥ phM¡eC...
kje hðaJ fËh¡p£ h¡P¡¢ml¡ kje try Ll complete h¡P¡m£ culture
V¡.. JC pjuV¡a k¡a sustain Ll¡ k¡u, k we can live that bengali
culture, during that time I am... j¡e, hma Nm B¢j JC culture
V¡L Aa¡V¡ dl l¡Ma f¡¢l¢e, Qø¡J L¢l¢e... ¢L¿¹¥ B¢j S¡¢e
AeL h¡P¡m£... and its not about the younger generation or older
generation, Bj¡l bL younger generation cl AeL totally into
bengali culture.. fËh¡p£ h¡P¡¢ml¡Jz So, its just me who is not, like really
tried very hard to hold on to the culture.

• Bq¡ j¢l h¡wm¡ i¡o¡
pV¡ B¢j S¡¢e e¡, Ha¡ i¡m¡ hma f¡¢l e¡, HMeJ kMe
LmL¡a¡u h¡wm¡ R¢h L¢l, X¡¢hw-Hl pju AeLC hm... HV¡ ¢WL
qu¢e, HV¡ Ah¡P¡¢m h¡P¡¢m pronounciation qµRz ¢L¿¹¥ B¢j R¡Vhm¡
bLC h¡h¡-j¡l p¡b b¡La¡j, before I shifted to Bombayz a¡
h¡¢sa h¡wm¡ hm¡l HLV¡ AiÉp ¢Rm, plus B¢j LÓ¡p V¥ Jh¢d k
hmm¡j, JC p¡CX (Bp¡j) ¢Rm¡j, aMe k¡ h¡wm¡ mM¡ h¡ fs¡l
HLV¡ practice ¢Rm, pV¡...but HMe B¢j ¢mMa qua f¡lh e¡, ¢L¿¹¥
fsa HMeJ f¡¢lz So... qÉ¡, JC V¥L¥ touch lu NRz
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• h¢m bL V¢m
e¡,

I have not shifted to Calcutta everz

Bj¡l h¡wm¡V¡ was totally
accident, actually coincidence. B¢j HM¡e V¢m¢ine Ll¢Rm¡j aMe
qW¡v, HL¢ce suddenly h¤Üch c¡n…çl A¢gp bL g¡e Bp k
HLV¡ R¢h qµR, a¡ h¤Üch c¡n…ç Bfe¡l p¡b cM¡ Lla Q¡ez
hða E¢e BpRe, on that day go and meet him in the hotel, so that
was how S¡e¡m¡ happenedz "S¡e¡m¡' Lla Lla Bh¡l... j¡e
when I was in the process of shooting S¡e¡m¡, Aae¤ O¡o called for
Awöj¡el R¢hz So I met and did that tooz a¡ HCc¤V¡ R¢h Ll¡l
pju, I realised... cM¤e, television as a medium is great for money &
great for security but we all know that television is not a great medium
for actors, because of the time constraint and the logistics z V¢m¢ine
actors-clL

JC fÔÉ¡VgjÑV¡ cu e¡, kM¡e Bf¢e ¢eSl... LaV¥L¥
acting Lla f¡le pV¡ explore-J Ll¡ k¡u e¡z We have to do daily
soap... so shoot fast fast fast, its a different type of work & B¢j c¤hRl
dl V¢m¢ine Ll¢Rm¡j, 2006-2008 B¢j V¢m¢ine L¢lz So, I
was a little bored of television also at that point of time. aMe JC h¡wm¡
c¤V¡ R¢h Ll Bj¡u JC... cinema as a medium is also good, plus
h¡wm¡ R¢ha ¢ûÃV…m¡ M¤h i¡m b¡L, NÒf i¡m¡ b¡Lz so JC c¤V¡
Ll Bj¡l M¤h i¡m mNR k... it is giving me the, I felt that it is
giving me the creative satisfactionz aMe B¢j i¡hm¡j k, B¢j ¢V¢i
Llh, Bl j¡T j¡T h¡wm¡ R¢h Llhz pC ¢eu öl¦ qu, Hlfl
h¡wm¡ R¢hl frequency Ha hs k¡u - HLl fl HLl fl HL "k¢c
HL¢ce", "BlL¢V fËjl NÒf", "AV¡NË¡g" H…m¡ Ha frequently
Ll¡ Blñ L¢l k, Hlfl Bj¡l HM¡e pju cJu¡ ¢V¢ia, was
way impossiblez aMe B¢j decide L¢l k ¢V¢i bL HMe hËL eh,
HMe h¡wm¡ R¢h Llhz JC ¢ae-Q¡l hRl B¢j non stop h¡wm¡ R¢h
Ll¢R... thats why I have done a lot of Bengali films at that time but,
B¢j L¡e¢ce shift L¢l¢e LmL¡a¡uz I was always shift based in
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¢L¿¹¥ qÉ¡y, Ha L¡S Ll¢Rm¡j a¡C, HLV¡ pju Hp¢Rm aMe
Bj¡l je qu¢Rm k, HC q¡Vm-V¡Vm-H b¡La Bl i¡m m¡N
e¡, so I bought a house therez I still have a house there. But I dont live
Bombay.

there, I live here. The house is only for when I shoot, I stay there.

• hw-L¡eLne
qÉ¡ ¢eÕQCz h¡wm¡ literature a¡ B¢j... plLj ¢LR¥ f¢s¢e,
AeL…m¡ ¢pej¡ Ll¢R k…m¡ literature based NÒfzpV¡ B¢j
¢ûÃV level Ae¢dC fs¢R, f¤l¡ hCV¡ f¢s¢ez Bl, foodwise a¡
definately, HV¡ a¡ j¡eaC qh k bengali cuisine is one of the best,
best cuisines we have, in terms of variety, in terms of taste, Bl
Ah¡P¡¢ml¡J h¡P¡¢m M¡h¡l fR¾c Llz Bl LmL¡a¡u the kind of
good food you get for the kind of money you pay, is out of this world,

j¡e hða LE k¢c b¡L, j¡e hða k¡l¡ BRe, k¡l¡ h¡P¡m£ e¡
Bl k¡l¡ LmL¡a¡ L¡e¢ce k¡e¢e, a¡l¡ HCV¡ j¡e imagine-J LlQ
f¡lhee¡ k, for what amount of money you get what kind of food, j¡e
Ha i¡m M¡h¡lz Bl for very reasonable amount of moneyz ph¡l
fËbjh¡l HLh¡l, B¢j kMe "Awöj¡el R¢h" n¤V Ll¢Rm¡j, Bj¡l
HC experiene-V¡ je BR, k Bj¡l p‰ l¦âe£m O¡o R¢ha
¢Rme, Bl that was the first time Barkha was coming to Kolkata, aMe
B¢j l¦âe£m L hmm¡j k my wife wants to taste bengali food so,
HLV¡ i¡m q¡Vm suggest Llz i¡m¡ Q¡Cz Wife L ¢eu k¡h a¡
HLV¡ i¡m¡ S¡uN¡ Q¡Cz h¡SVl L¡e problem eCz He named
famous chain of restaurants for bengali food. a¡ Bjl¡ N¢R, M¤h i¡m
mNR, we ordered 5-6 things, when the bill came, that was so... so
reasonable that I just did not believe my eyes. I started looking at
Barkha... and Barkha said, "If this is expensive then what is cheap in
Kolkata!" so we were very happy. hða k L¡e HLV¡ i¡m S¡uN¡u

Nm, j¡e even if you take starters, it comes to around 2000-2500.
JM¡e j¡e, for that amount of money, I think 6 people can eat... ¢WL
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BR?

so... ya, so that is... and the food is really good...really really
good. Bombay doesnt stand a chance infront of Kolkata, in terms of
food, unless speciality restaurant... AeÉ hÉ¡f¡l, five stars, speciality

p…m¡ phM¡eC i¡m, ¢L¿¹¥ normal restaurant,
S¡uN¡u, normally home cooked, Kolkata is way better.
restaurant

normal

Photo Courtesy: Indraneil
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• ¢fËu M¡h¡l
C¢mn j¡R a¡... j¡e Bj¡l a¡ phQu C¢mn j¡R i¡m m¡NC
Bj¡l wife Hl J C¢mn j¡R i¡m m¡N, although she is not a Bengali.
So that is funny. C¢mn j¡R is one of the most difficult j¡R to eat
because Ha L¡yV¡ BR a¡J Jl C¢mn j¡RV¡C phQu fR¾clz
Bj¡l AeL ¢LR¥C i¡m m¡N, kje LmL¡a¡l JC Lo¡ j¡wp i¡m
m¡N, home cooked normal food J i¡m¡ m¡Nz Vegetables B¢j
aa¡ BN Ma¡j e¡... HMe a¡J M¡Cz Barkha is more on the
vegeterian side, so she likes QµQ¢l, j¡Q¡O¾V and ¢TP f¡Ù¹ everything
so.. all kinds of food we like actually.
•

kM¡e bL öl¦

Struggle is not the right word, I dont want to use the word struggle.
Struggle is negative; but yesss, j¡e HM¡e, see Bombay has a
different pace, Bombay has a different way of working. so when you
come from a different city, which is not like Bombay, so JC jolt-V¡

je qu, ph¡l feel quz B¢j Bqjc¡h¡c bL Hp¢Rm¡j,
Bqjc¡h¡c was a much more laid back and relaxed city; Bombay is not
laid back, Bombay is fast. so, initially LuLV¡ j¡p Bj¡l definately, R¥¢V
fmC h¡¢s Qm ka¡j, HM¡e b¡La i¡m m¡Na e¡... ¢L¿¹¥ work
wise Bj¡l L¡e¡ pjuC je qu¢e k h¡h¡ AeL M¡Va qµR h¡
AeL Lø... pV¡ je qu ¢ez So, the pace of Bombay, the style, the
initially

life of Bombay... and now I dont like anything that doesn’t match upto
bombay.
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• LmL¡a¡

Vs. j¤ðC

HC

difference-V¡C BR k Pace... j¡e huge difference is the pace.
Kolkata is laid back, relaxed, easy. Bombay is always on the run, always
fast pace, always go n get it.. everything is... matlab a¥¢j k¢c JC word

struggle-V¡ use Ll a¡... in Bombay everyday is a struggle.. in terms of
that because.... Travelling is a struggle, going from point A to point B is
struggle, everything is a struggle; ¢L¿¹¥ that is the fun of it. j¡e, Bj¡l

je qu

Bombay actually prepares you to be competetive, prepares you
to be an achiever, that if you do it, if you have it in yourself and you can
do it, you can achieve everything...thats what Bombay teaches you, I
think the lifestyle teaches you that.
a¡ pV¡ definately Bj¡l...

LmL¡a¡u je qu LmL¡a¡ is more relaxed, LmL¡a¡u HaV¡ struggle
eC in terms of survival. j¡e Bj¡cl circle-H, qua¡ there will be
poorer section of the society where there is always a struggle. But k¡l¡
HLV¥ decently placed, h¡ Q¡L¢l-V¡L¢l Ll, they have a pretty decent
life and they are happy with it. LmL¡a¡u HLV¡ contentment BRz
hða contentment-V¡ HaV¡ eCz hða is always this thing, to
achieve more, to achive more to achieve more. pV¡ positive also
negative also. Depends on how you want to see it. I see it as a positive. I
see it, the lack of contentment... pV¡ HLV¡ achiever h¡¢eu cu

j¡e¤oL, which is a good thing I feel. a¡R¡s¡, in terms of culture, I think
Kolkata-H hn£...culture is much stronger. Kolkata has a better history I
feel. Literature-Hl Lb¡ hmm a¡ definately Bengal is richer. Talent...
Bj¡cl industry-l SeÉ talent qua¡ Bj¡l je qu LmL¡a¡u
h¢nz L¡le hða AeL h¡P¡¢m BRe, k¡l¡ Bj¡cl industry a
L¡S Lle, in trems of creative, in terms of art, in terms of writting,
interms of direction, in terms of costumes. JC…m¡a ph h¡P¡¢m il¡z
j¡e HLpju ¢Rm, AeL ¢ql¡Cel¡ h¡P¡¢m ¢Rmz So.... Kolkata has a
lot of talents, I feel...atleast for writing wise, I dont think any other state
has as many writers as Kolkata. Music, Music... I forgot. Music is
completely from Kolkata.
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• ¢fËu ¢pej¡
"BlL¢V fËjl NÒf" is my favourate film... Bengali, Hindi, everything
combined because I thought it was a very tough role and it was a very
tough film to act in, and considering that, JV¡ Bj¡l career-l almost in

H qu N¢Rm, j¡e around within first 6 months I
started doing BlL¢V fËjl NÒf, 6-7 months and it was not a very
the begining stage

conventional role to play, tough subject to handle, the kind of cinema
was different plus Ga¥fZÑ O¡o Bj¡l p‰ acting Ll¢Rmez Who,
erveryone knows, was a great director but I realised he was a brilliant
actor also. So... JC school of acting-l p¡b match Ll¡V¡ difficult ¢Rm

Bj¡l SeÉz a¡R¡s¡ it was period... it had a portion which had a period
story Bl pC pjul h¡wm¡...considering that pC pju Bj¡l
h¡wm¡V¡J M¤h limited ¢Rm, B¢j j¡e ph¢LR¥C ¢q¢¾c bL translate
Ll h¡wm¡u hma¡jz It was very funny at that time. So.. So I think I'd
put in my most sincere effort in that film, a¡R¡s¡ R¢hV¡ Bj¡l M¤h i¡m
m¡Nz I like the way the story has been told, I like the performances. As
a film I think that has been my best film till date.

• nM
B¢j HMeJ ¢œ²LV M¢m
j¡T j¡T Bl HLV¡ pju ¢Rm kMe B¢j hma¡j ¢Sj k¡Ju¡V¡
Bj¡l q¢h ¢L¾a¥ HMe ph¡C ¢Sj k¡uz HMe JV¡ Bl q¢h qa f¡l
e¡z Other than that, things like watching movies or listening to music
I like playing sports, I like playing cricket a lot.

can not be hobbies, everyone does it. I watch lot of movies even at
shoots.. at home and all. I read books, that is still a hobby, ya....
watching movies, everyone does it, that is not a hobby anymore. hÉp,

Bl a¡ Bj¡l je qu e¡ ¢LR¥ specific hobbies BRz
collection R¡Vhm¡u Lla¡j... HMe Bl L¢l e¡z
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• no hup
Not Kolkata, not Kolkata. not even Bombay. Probably I will like to settle
down in a city which is a little easier than Bombay, a little slower than
Bombay. But not Kolkata hm¡V¡ ¢L¿¹¥ is, I am not trying to put Kolkata
down, it’s just a pace of life which I am not used to anymore. I was never
used to... I never lived there ...But which I cannot get used to anymore
considering that I have lived in Bombay so much and I like it.. The pace
here. So, qÉ¡ j¡e, qua¡ a place like Pune will suit me during
retirement, but Kolkata would be too different.
• Social Cause

B¢j HLV¡

foundation Hl p¡b associated B¢R called The RA
Foundation, which takes care of the education of children. It doesnt
necessarily mean poor children or... it actually takes of the cases of
children who are showing signs of being brilliant or being inclined
towards studies, ¢L¿¹¥ for whatever circumstances they are not able to

get the financial backing for their studies. a¡clL support Ll¡ quz
So, they do a research, Ra foundation does a research and finds out
who are those prospective students who they should support and they
do that. Bl B¢j associated with them because I do the fund raising
for them through marathon. I run the Standard Chartard Marathon and
whatever fund raising I can do through that... through friends and people
I know... it goes to RA Foundation. So, that’s the charity I am associated
with. In the past like for a short period of timeI was associated with
Unicef also at one point of time. Those I have done on a very temporary
basis, but Ra foundation... I can say this is the 2nd year I am associated
with them.
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• p¡gmÉl fb
k¢c mainstream ¢q¢¾c R¢ha ih l¡M LE k B¢j L¡S LlhC
a¡qm a¡ you have to go through the process of undoing your bengali
accent and doing your hindi accent. pV¡ LlaC qh through practiceC qa f¡l Bl a¡ ¢LR¥ qa f¡l e¡z Plus Bj¡l HV¡ je qu k
AeL qua LmL¡a¡u HV¡ i¡h k.... HV¡ AeÉ L¡e city-aJ qa
f¡l, not only for Kolkata.. anywhere in India k hða L¡S Lla
Q¡u, ¢L¿¹¥ JM¡e bLC gV¡ f¡W¡h, Hlfl JM¡e bLC Bj¡L k¢c
A¢Xne X¡L Qm Bph, A¢XneV¡ ¢cu Bh¡l Qm k¡h...k¢c L¡S
f¡C a¡ Bh¡l Hp k¡h... that doesn’t work.. It doesn’t work. If you
want to work in Bombay, you cannot work in Bombay from Delhi also or
from any other city. L¡lZ que¡ JV¡z L¡le Bj¡cl industrya

AeL ¢LR¥ phpju qua organised que¡z A¢Xnel SeÉ qua
¢hL¡m g¡e Llh k L¡m pL¡m Qm Hp¡...that is not possible if
you are living in a different city; plus to understand Bombay, to
understand the working of Bombay, I think you actually have to live in
Bombay. You can not gauge the competition, you can not gauge k ¢L

dlZl

dedication & sincerity is expected from you from outside...You
cannot. So... I will suggest, if you want to persue a career in Bombay,
shift to Bombay, go through the line, it is not easy, I understand that.
Bl HLV¡... B¢j h¡wm¡u L¡S Ll feel Ll¢RC, HV¡ qua

AeLM¡eC qa f¡l, AeÉ cities-HJ qa f¡l, a¡j¡l regional
cinema-aJ qa f¡l k people who are well established, k¡l¡ JM¡e
e¡j LlR h¡ ØV¡l qu NR, they... probably would have loved to
come to Bombay and work, but they dont want to take the risk of starting
from zero, but that is what it is. Bombay will not even bother about what
you are doing in Bengal.. They dont. They know the names, k¡l¡ h¡wm¡

h¡ Ll¡m¡l h¡ L¡b¡Jl

a¡cl e¡j qua öeR
in passing, but does not matter. k¢c a¥¢j hða Bph L¡S Lla
a¡ you have to prove yourself in context of Bombay industry. So, Bj¡l
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je qu AeLC JC ¢lúV¡ ¢ea Q¡u e¡ k, l¡S¡ qu b¡Lh, JM¡e
¢Nu Bh¡l why should I start from pauper. But that’s how Bombay is.
Bombay will never ever, you know... they will respect your position in
your respective region but they will not let you get that position into
Bombay Industry unless you prove it here. JC ¢S¢epV¡ BRz So, I will

suggest, k¢c LE i¡h h¡ dream Ll k Bph, it’s alright to let go
of your fame & popularity in your respective region and come here start
from the beginning. If you have it in you... you have made it there, you
can make it here also.

Photo Courtesy: Indraneil

•

hð h‰¢mScl EŸnÉ

cÉ¡M¡, pV¡ a¡... fËh¡p£ h¡P¡¢mcl JV¡C qu k

the only way to feel at
home or to feel being surrounded by your own people which you miss
when you live alone, qm JC community Hl m¡Lcl p¡b jm¡jn¡

Ll¡V¡z a¡ HM¡e a¡... Bombay is not a place kM¡e community
living qu, ph¡C ¢eScl L¡S BR, ph¡C hÉÙ¹ BR, ph¡C busy
b¡L, so only excuse you get is, during an occassion either a festival, or
some get together. a¡, I think any one who has this feeling of being
homesick, k JCM¡e k atmosphere h¡ culture-V¡ h¡ k surrounding23 | P a g e
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V¡ ¢Rm, kV¡ HM¡e f¡µR e¡, pV¡.. to live that.... that is the only
option, Bj¡l je qu k B—¡z h¡P¡¢mcl jdÉ HLV¡ B—¡ qm,
h¡ festival Hl pju a¡ definitely cM¡ quC, a¡R¡s¡ HLV¡ huge
group-l jdÉJ k small small group qu k¡u, who meet more
frequently.. j¡e jaming qu Nm h¡ l¡a M¡h¡l i¡m¡... j¡wp-i¡a
Bl N¡eV¡e QmR... JC-JC lLj HLV¡ B—¡... HV¡ a¡.. It is
always possible. Bl hð has lots and lots of bengali, so... I think they
can live their Kolkata days through that only.

• c£f¡h¢ml öiµR¡
hð h‰¢mSl pjÙ¹

members-cl
have a very happy diwali.

S¡e¡C c£f¡h¢ml fË£¢a J öiµR¡,

Photo: Tathagata Das

Watch Indraneil Sengupta’s Full Interview:
https://youtu.be/PrngAcv1BuU
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SmR¢h / GS¥lM Qœ²haÑ£
SmR¢h a¡l c¡N lM k¡u ¢Vel h¡„ ú¥mhupl
Nå Qe¡u Qma nM¡u l©fLb¡cl i¥m fb p
¢eS C S¢Vm M¡m¡ S¡em¡u ¢Ql°Ln¡l påÉ¡-pL¡m
f¡l qu gl l¡¢œ Oe¡u ¢m¢hX¡-pSm L¡e c¡qL¡m
heØf¢al jjÑ jjÑ üµR¡-Ad£e nLs Rs¡u
Olh¡¢s a¡l hoÑ¡hÉ¡qa ¢Lwh¡ kMe jO A¿¹l¡u
…j¡V ¢hLm flh¡p ka ¢WL My¥S eu ¢eT¥j nql
BaÈLbe k¢a¢Qq²l Bs¡m Bs¡m ¢L c¤xpq
Q¡l¡ Q¡q¢el h¡S¢hcÉ¥v ¢n¢bm ByQm f¡s¡ je a¡l
Q¡l¡h¡¢m cM q¡ q¡ q¡¢p q¡p L¡æ¡ i£oZ Q¡l¡N¡ç¡
Bœ²jZl hÉ¡LlZ hC aæ aæ pj¡p-p¢å
iP ¢cu k¡u N¡fe£ua¡u f¡ÒV¡ n¡ie Sh¡eh¢¾c
gl¡u k¡fe S£he f¤le¡ L¥p¤j-¢nql Efm¢ìl
SmR¢haJ c¡N bL k¡u fœnol f¤eÕQ¢Vl |
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Rml h¡¢s
¢nh¡S£ p¡eÉ¡m

NaL¡m ¢Vu¡ c¤h¡l hmR ""h¡h¡ l¡hh¡l h¡¢sa hp b¡Lhe Le, k¡e
Aj¤mÉL¡L¡l JM¡e O¤l Bp¤¤ez eua¡ HLV¡ i¡m R¢h qµR cM Bp¤¤ez''
BS pL¡m p¤¤SuJ hmm¡ ""XÊ¡Ci¡l a¡j¡L f±yR ch B¢j fl ¢eu
Bphz''
Rml h¡¢sa Hp Hje i¡mh¡p¡ fu qle¡b i£oZ M¤¢nz ah J L¡b¡J
k¡h e¡ hmRz L¢cel SeÉ HpR h¡¢sa b¡L¡C i¡mz Mhll L¡NS
M¤ySa J p¤¤Sul Oll ¢cL HN¡m¡z clS¡u f±yR J öea fm p¤¤Su
hmR ""h¡h¡a¡ kaC l¡¢S eu L£ Llh?''
¢Vu¡ hmm¡ ""h¡T HMez påÉa ph f¡¢VÑa Hp I h¤s¡L cMm LE
HeSu Lla f¡lh? Bl ¢XÊˆpÚ Hl h¡am cMma¡ h¡h¡ ----''
¢hLm qle¡b hmm¡ ""B¢j Aj¤mÉl JM¡e O¤lC Bp¢Rz ah N¡¢s Q¡Ce¡,
QmC k¡h---''
l¡a Sj¡V f¡¢VÑ qmz f¡NmLl¡ ¢hcn£ ¢jE¢SL Qmm¡z p¤¤¢ja¡ e¡Ql pju
p¤¤Sul h¤L mfV lCmz c£fL ""HLV¡ Lb¡ BR'' hm ¢Vu¡L f¡nl Ol
¢eu Nmz ph kMe no p¤¤Su g¡e Llm ""Aj¤mÉL¡L¡ h¡h¡L hm¤e B¢j
Bp¢R ¢eaz''
""p L£ N¡? qle¡b a¡ HM¡e Bp¢ez''
qle¡b ¢hLm h¢lu AeLre l¡Ù¹¡u qyV h¢suRz HL¢V f¡LÑ HL¡ hp
bLRz a¡lfl ØVne HL¢V heQ hp AeL VÊe Bpa ka cMRz
HMe AeL l¡az N¡¢s Lj HpRz je je hmm¡ ""je¡lj¡ a¥¢j üNÑ
¢Nu i¡LC LlR¡z HM¡e Hpju b¡Lm a¥¢j hs Lø fa N¡--- ''z Jl
c¤Q¡M hu Sm ej Hmz
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i¥m k¡Ju¡ R¡Vhm¡
A¢ioL cš jS¥jc¡l

i¥m N¢R pC R¡Vhm¡l …¢m-X¡ä¡ Mm¡
i¥m N¢R pC hª¢øl Sm i¡p¡a L¡NSl im¡
i¥m N¢R pC jNX¡m EW Bj Bjs¡ f¡l¡
i¥m N¢R pC R¡V hÉ¡P dl L¡l¡l fLV f¡l¡
i¥m N¢R pC Bm¡ BhR¡u¡u ng¡¢m fcÈ Q¥¢l
i¥m N¢R pC påÉhm¡l ami¡S¡ T¡mj¤¢s
i¥m N¢R pC ¢V¢ge Ma jucl ¢fRe m¡N¡
i¥m N¢R pC j¡"l j¡l Mu Bm dl c±s i¡N¡
i¥m N¢R pC hå¥cl p¡b LalLj M¤ep¤¤¢V
i¥m N¢R pC fËbj fËjl pSm Qr¥ c¤¢V
i¥m N¢R pC il c¤f¤l f¡s¡u f¡s¡u O¡l¡
i¥m N¢R pC e£m¡L¡nl am öu b¡La¡j j¡l¡
i¥m N¢R pC fsn£l Ol m¤¢Lu Ey¢L j¡l¡
i¥m N¢R pC hå¥cl ph HLp¡b ¢Rm¡j k¡l¡
i¥m N¢R pC e¡Nlc¡m¡ lbk¡œ¡ jm¡
i¥m N¢R ph, je eC ¢LR¥ Bfe Rmhm¡
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Advert

Contact Us For Events, Films, Short Films, Commercials,
Corporates and all.
gramofilmsmedia@gmail.com

WATCH: https://youtu.be/9SBEqYiSQLo
TO PLACE AN AD IN OUR NEWSLETTER MAIL TO
bombaybengalis@gmail.com
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CµR R¢h
j¡e¡¢m O¡o

HL¢V a¥¢m ¢WL Ll¢Rm k p a¡l CµRl R¢h ByLhz öl¦ Ll¢Rm p R¢h
ByL¡ Bnf¡n fs b¡L¡ lw ¢cuz ¢L¿¹¥ Ha¡ öd¤ N¡R, g¥m, f¡¢M eu Ha¡ a¡l CµRz a¡l hÉ¡¢ç AeLz a¡l AeÉ lw Q¡Cz Bl fs b¡L¡ lPl¡
¢ce ¢ce ke ö¢Mu k¡µRz a¡C AeL M¡yS¡ qm a¡l CµRf§lZl lwz je
Q¡C¢Rm e¡ - ah¤J pC a¥¢m Qmm AeÉ l¡SÉ, AeÉ nql, AeÉ lPl M¡yS;
eua fs b¡La qh hZÑq£ea¡l d¤m¡ N¡u jMz kMe Hp fsm ea¥e
l¡SÉ ea¥e nql aMe fm pM¡e ea¥e AQe¡ AeL lwz a¡cl AQe¡
dlZ, AQe¡ Bi¡z ¢L¿¹¥ a¥¢m¢V a¡l LÉ¡ei¡p CµRl R¢h HyL QmRz i¡m¡
m¡NR ByLa, ¢L¿¹¥ f¤le¡ lw …m¡ f¡h L¡b¡u? LMe¡ CµRJ Ll pC
Qe¡ lP ¢eSL l¡P¡az HL¢ce ea¥e lw My¥Sa My¥SaC cMa fm a¡l
Qe¡ dlZl lw-a¥¢m-LÉ¡ei¡p - a¡l¡J a¡l ja "fËh¡p" ¢eSl CµRl R¢h
ByLRz Bl a¡l¡J ke Qe¡ L¡EL My¥S¢Rmz a¡C pLm ¢jm ¢jn
Be¾cl no b¡Lm e¡, Bl LÉ¡ei¡pJ Sj EWR ea¥e-f¤le¡ ph lP
l¡P¡e¡ HL A¢iæ R¢hz pC a¥¢m a¡C HMe jq¡e¾c R¢h ByLRz HC R¢h
ByL¡ Qmh ka¢ce a¡l "CµR" b¡Lhz ph lw ¢jöL Ha - R¢h a¡ BlJ
E‹Æm qhz a¥¢m¢V CµRl R¢h ByLR HMe a¡l S£he LÉ¡ei¡p - b¡LmC
e¡ qu p fËh¡pz
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Bj¡l Øj«¢aa LmL¡a¡l ¢buV¡l
jq¡nÄa¡ O¡o

B¢j Ešl LmL¡a¡l nÉ¡jh¡S¡l AUml ju k¡ ¢Rm ¢buV¡ll f£Wpb¡e;
ØV¡l, ¢hnÄl©f, lwjqm, ¢je¡iÑ¡, l‰e¡ CaÉ¡¢c hý R¡Vhs¡ ¢buV¡l qm ¢Ol
¢Rm Bj¡cl hph¡pz Bj¡cl h¡¢sl f¡nC ¢Rm h¡Nh¡S¡l ¢l¢Xw m¡ChËl£,
k¡l c¡am¡l qm Ešl LmL¡a¡l e¡¾c£L¡l, ¢buV¡l Ju¡LÑnf CaÉ¡¢c ¢h¢iæ
cml e¡VLl ¢lq¡pÑ¡m qa¡z aMe R¡V ¢Rm¡j, M¤h HLV¡ e¡VL cM¡ qa¡
e¡z ¢L¾a¥ Bj¡l h¡h¡ jqn ¢pwq, Je¡l j¤M öe¢R e¡¾c£L¡ll Lb¡ k¡l p‰
Bj¡l h¡h¡ fËbj bLC k¤š² ¢Rmez Bj¡cl f¡s¡aC ¢Rm e¡¾c£L¡ll Olz
¢Lwhc¿¹£ e¡VÉL¡l A¢iea¡ A¢San h¾cÉ¡f¡dÉ¡ul p‰ h¡h¡l ¢Rm
¢eaÉ¢cel JW¡hp¡, Bm¡f, Bm¡Qe¡z A¢San aMe ¢Rme cjcj A’ml
¢nrLz l¡S ú¥m k¡h¡l BN h¡h¡ Je¡l h¡¢s kae, a¡lfl E¢e °a¢l qu
HLp¡b h¢lu Bm¡f Bm¡Qe¡ Lla Lla kaez h¡p EW fsm h¡h¡
h¡¢s Hp Mucu A¢gp kaez A¢gp gla HLh¡l e¡¾c£L¡ll Ol
¢lq¡pÑ¡m ¢ca Qm kaez Bj¡cl h¡¢saJ A¢Sanl ¢Rm Ah¡d k¡Ju¡
Bp¡z aMe e¡¾c£L¡ll lLXÑ pª¢ø Ll¡ e¡VL ¢Rm e¡VÉL¡ll på¡e R¢V
Q¢lœ, j”l£ Bjl j”l£, kMe HL¡ CaÉ¡¢cz 1966 p¡m h¡h¡ pq Q¡ŸSe
pcpÉ e¡¾c£L¡l bL h¢lu Hp ¢buV¡l Ju¡LÑnf cm NWe Llez
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¢buV¡l Ju¡LÑnfl ¢hMÉ¡a e¡VL ¢Rm Q¡L i¡P¡ jd¤, l¡Slš² CaÉ¡¢cz h¡h¡l
j¤M n¡e¡ HL¢V ØjlZ£u OVe¡ qm, ü¡d£e h¡wm¡cnl l¡øÊf¢a j¤¢Shl
lqj¡el Bj¿»Z ¢buV¡l Ju¡LÑnf JM¡e Q¡L i¡P¡ jd¤ Hhw l¡Slš² e¡VL
c¤¢V A¢ieu Llz pVV¡ °a¢l Ll¢Rme Bj¡l h¡h¡z j§m e¡VLl cm nq£c
¢chp AwnNËqZ Llh¡l SeÉ fl HmJ h¡h¡ Hl ¢LR¥¢ce BNC Qm
N¢Rme j’ ¢ecÑne¡l SeÉz

f¡¢lh¡¢lL L¡lZ h¡h¡ e¡VLl cm bL p¡j¢uL i¡h ¢h¢µRæ qmJ A¢gp
f¡s¡u hý e¡VL flhaÑ£L¡m ¢ecÑne¡ J A¢ieu LlRez Bj¡l je qu
aMeL¡l e¡VÉcm …¢ma k ¢eù¡, f¢lnËj Hhw B¿¹¢lLa¡ ¢Rm a¡ Aa¥me£uz
JC pjÙ¹ ¢hMÉ¡a e¡VLl A¢ieu cM¡l p¤¤k¡N e¡ qmJ h¡h¡l j¤M n¡e¡
e¡VLl ¢lq¡pÑ¡m bL öl¦ Ll EfÙÛ¡fe¡ Ah¢d ASpË r¥â r¥â OVe¡l
hZÑe¡u Bj¡l jel i¡ä¡l f¢lf§ZÑz
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OBITUARY – MAHENDRA KUMAR

Photo Courtesy: Arin Paul Productions
It was the turbulent time of the seventies and eighties, As a small boy, I often saw a man, a little fat
and with a white beard, roaming the streets of our locality, Golf Club Road, on an old motor cycle. It
was a common sight those days. Much later I came to know that his name was Mahendra. That's all Mahendra - nobody seemed to know his surname. I also learned that he came from Himachal
Pradesh and made Bengal his home. I further learned that he was the assistant cameraman of Ritwik
Ghatak. What's more important, he was the man who looked after Ritwik in his last days.
Mahendra rarely spoke, and when he did it was in a very soft though husky voice. He was more
Bengali than most of the Bengalis like us. Several terms were absolutely missing from his dictionary terms like ego, pride, vanity, jealousy, ambition. He was an astonishingly selfless man, an utter misfit
in this society. Only once did I have the chance to venture into his one-room ground floor flat. I
vividly remember that at least 80% of the space of the room was occupied by a number of movie
and still cameras, tripods, enlargers and various other accessories. More than 30 years have passed
since then. Today's newspaper had a small piece of news about Mahendra. He died 13 days back and
his body is still lying in the morgue as none of his near relations has come forward to claim his body.
Borrowing the words of Shambhu Mitra, I would say that, the death of this strange man is unsung
and unwept, like the death of a cat. My salute to you, Sir. Nobody will care for either your life or
death, because you had no so-called success. But, such unsuccessful people like you make this
muddy world worth living in for a few more days.
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Shooting Stories

-

Nilanjan Datta

Nilanjan Datta (extreme left), Biswanath Basu (centre) and Others.
Photo Courtesy: Nilanjan Datta
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THAT’S YOUR SPEAKING VOICE!!!!
Your greatest tool as a speaker is your voice. Every time you address an audience your mind, your
body, and your voice act as partners in your effort to communicate with your listeners. When you
speak, your voice is the primary link between you and your listeners. It is the medium of your
message.

Some people speak too loudly. At the other extreme are those who can barely be heard. Voice
loudness or volume should be appropriate in strength and intensity and should be varied in order to
add emphasis and dramatic impact to your speeches.
The essence of your speaking sound is your voice quality. It expresses emotional color. Your voice
coloring is what you use to convey your feelings, and these feelings should be positive when you
address an audience. Your thoughts are a form of energy that you transmit to others. Through the
quality of your voice, you actually establish the tone of your relationship with an audience or with an
individual to whom you’re speaking. If your voice is full, clear, mellow, and enthusiastic, you can
create an unbreakable bond of friendship and acceptance. On the other hand, if your voice quality is
nasal, breathy, harsh, or lifeless, you should concentrate on improving it.
The primary cause of negative voice quality is tension – emotional or physical tension – so
controlling tension is critical to improving your voice quality.
The key to developing effective voice quality is being aware of the different roles you play during a
typical day: parent, teacher, actor, employee, boss, friend, consumer, salesperson, professional
voice user such as a singer, a public speaker or a common man. Each of these roles reflects different
personality traits and requires different voice images. Listen to how your voice sounds in your
various roles as you relate to others.

What causes a voice problem??????
Many people, particularly those who use their voices extensively in their jobs or leisure activities,
suffer from voice problems. The most common symptoms are discomfort in the throat, impaired
voice quality such as hoarseness, a change in the pitch of the voice, voice loss, and difficulty in
projecting the voice. These symptoms can occur in association with structural changes on the vocal
folds like swelling, inflammation, vocal nodules, polyps etc, but in many cases the vocal folds appear
perfectly normal. In only a very small number of cases are voice problems caused by a serious
disease. A voice problem can also arise due to neurological, psychological, physiological and
functional reasons. The symptoms of voice problems can be throat discomfort, Breath control,
pitches, loudness, resonance and quality impairments. A voice problem could be related to pitch eg.
A male having high pitched voice, functional issues, hormonal problems and so on.
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The usual cause will be a combination of small problems related to the way the person uses his or
her voice, the physical environment in which the voice is used and increased levels of stress and
tension. Sometimes, an unhealthy lifestyle or illnesses such as hay fever, reflux and sinus problems
can also contribute to the problem. Because most voice problems are caused by a combination of
factors which are not serious or difficult to eliminate, most can be easily prevented or remedied if
detected early.

Remedy

for voice problems….Typically, voice disorders are addressed with a combination of
treatment approaches. It can be a combination of Medical treatments, Voice therapy, and surgical
treatments. Most of the voice problems are approached by voice therapies which depend on the
conditions… so the EARLIER ITS DETECTED... THE BETTER IT IS!!!!

Dr. (Ms) Anindita A. Banik- (MASLP, BASLP)
Audiologist & Speech – Language Pathologist
Ali Yavar Jung National Institute for the Hearing Handicapped, India
aninditabanik20@gmail.com
Dr. Aninda Duti A. Banik, (MASLP, SLVR, PGDREPY, PGDDE)
Senior Audiologist – SLP & Specialist in Cochlear Implants – Hearing Aids
Specialist in Voice rehabilitation post Laryngectomy
anindabanik1@gmail.com
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How blue is my Sapphire
It was raining heavily all day. It was in the middle of June and monsoon had set in Maharashtra.
Shankha Ray was driving back from Pune to Mumbai. Being a busy lawyer he had travelled to Pune
to appear for his client in the civil court in a property dispute. Shankha is all of 37 years of age,
average height, fair complexioned. After passing out law from Burdwan University in West Bengal
which is about a few hours drive from Kolkata, Shankhahad made a name for himself during the last
12 years. His only passion is work and work is his only girl in his life.
Being rainy season there was huge traffic in Mumbai Pune highway. Today was 15th June, Shanka
thought. Memories came flashing through his mind. This fateful day Nisha had left him for good. 10
years, it has been a long time, Shankha thought. He had come from a humble lower middle class
background. He did not have the luxuries and the long list of girlfriends which his other friends
boasted of.After an incident which ravaged his entire life he was broken. He had emerged himself in
work and almost became a recluse.
There was Nisha, a girl he loved dearly from the bottom of his heart. Both of them were soulmates
and they promised to each other that they will spend the rest of their lives with each other.
“I cannot live without you. Promise me you will never leave me? “Nisha had asked Shankha.
She was his neighbor and childhood sweetheart.They stayed in FD block in salt Lake in Kolkata. Both
were deeply and madly in love with each other.
“Even if ever I will be not with you physically remember I will always be with you and watch over you
” Nisha had said the day before the fateful incident.
But fate had other things planned for him. Nisha was the single child. Nisha’s father was an engineer
in government department.
Nisha had asked her father “Dad I want you to meet someone.”
“What does he do?”
“He is a lawyer, started his practice a couple of years back.”
“Okay, I want to meet this boy, bring him on this weekend to our house.” Her father had said.
That fateful day both of them had gone for a date in Victoria Memorial in Kolkata. They were to go
to Nisha’s house in the evening to meet her father. While coming back from Victoria Memorial with
Nisha on his bike, Shankha had an accident. A sedan had rammed his bike from behind. Shankha had
lost control. His bike skidded across the street and hit the divider in the middle of the road.
Shankha could not get up, the bones on his chest were fractured. He could barely turn his head to
see Nisha lying in a pool of blood. She was already dead when they brought her to SSKM hospital.
The only thing that was left to Shankha was the ring with blue sapphire that Nisha had gifted him on
his birthday. He looked at the ring at his finger in right hand. 10 years had passed since, but the
memory of that day seems as fresh as ever. Shankha had promised to himself never to fall in love
again, that is until now……….
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Suddenly the sound of a horn from behind brought Shankha to the present. He had reached
Khandala. He glanced at his watch, it was 7 p.m. It will take another 2 hours to reach Mumbai. But
the traffic being as it is it may take half an hour extra, Shankha thought.
Shankha was not aware of the twist his life awaits in the next turn. While passing Khandala he saw a
beautiful girl standing , drenched in rain hoping for a lift. He saw her closely, she was of fair
complexion, slim and she was tall about 5 feet 5inches. Shankha pressed the brakes, then opened
the window of his car.
She asked him “Can you drop me to Mumbai?”
She said she had come to Khandala for picnic with her friends. But apparently they had a fight and
they left for Mumbai without taking her. Since it was raining like hell she could not get a taxi.
Shankha asked her to hop in his car. She was wearing blue jeans and yellow kurta.
She said she was Sunayna Sharma. She worked for a finance firm in Mumbai. Originally hailing from
Kanpur she is working in Mumbai for the last 5 years. She had completed M.Com 5 years back from
Delhi University. After passing M.Com she had come to Mumbai after getting the job in the finance
firm.
There was this instant liking that he has felt for Sunayna from the time he saw her. Shankha turned
on the music with some old classics.
Sunayna was continuously chatting, she seemed to be a chatterbox. Somehow Shankha started liking
her.
“Where do you stay”? She asked.
“I stay in Andheri, where will I drop you?”
“I stay in Navi Mumbai, you can drop me in Vashi.”
“What do you do for a living”?
“I am a lawyer”. He replied.
Soon they reached Navi Mumbai.Shankha dropped off Sunayna in Vashi then he proceeded for
Andheri.
Shankha stayed alone with his dog Sweety. She was a white pomerian. Sunaynahad created a stirring
in his heart, Shankha was thinking of Sunayna the whole night.
Suddenly he got a call in his cell in midnight, he picked up the call, and the caller was Sunayna.
“I forgot to say you thanks. If you had not given me the lift, I would not been able to come home.”
Shankha remembered that he had given his card to Sunayna. She had got his number from his card.
He was really ecstatic after getting her call. She promised to meet him soon again.
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Shankha woke up the next day a bit late, it was Sunday. He woke up around 9 A.M. after he had a
late breakfast he called up Sunayna. He wanted to talk to her again, to see her again. He was
anxious. He thought he was falling in love.
He called Sunayna. The phone was ringing, pick up pick up he muttered. She answered the call.
After exchanging pleasantries he askedher“Can I see you somewhere”?
“I am going to Bandstand in the evening. You can meet me today at Bandstand.” She replied.
They were supposed to meet in Bandra bandstand at 5 p.m. Shankhacould not hide his excitement.
After all he was going for a date after a long time. After Nisha left he had not gone for dating with
anyone. He was staring at the clock, and was thinking why the time is not passing off faster.
Around 4 p.m. Shankha started off for Band stand. He was wearing blue denim jeans and a white full
sleeved shirt. He reached Band stand at 4.40. He was standing in the fort in front of the Taj hotel as
they had decided. He was waiting eagerly for Sunayna. Suddenly he saw her coming out of an auto.
She was wearing a deep blue salwar.Shankha’s heart was pounding faster.
“She is pretty”, Shankha told himself. She was tall, slim and fair.
“How long have you been waiting” Sunayna asked?
“ A long time, pretty long time.” He replied.
They sat by the sea. He told her “We were strangers a day before and within 24 hours we are seeing
each other.”
“Its destiny.“ She replied.
One can fall in love anywhere anytime. Shankha thought. He had lost Nisha on 15th June 10 years
back and he had met Sunayna on 15th June. He looked up at the skies.May be it was Nisha who had
send Sunayna to him. They sat by the sea for hours.
Suddenly Shankha took Sunayna’s hands in his hand and whispered “ I could feel your breadth, I
could see your smile, I knew I loved you before I met you.”
They shared a long passionate kiss.
“You are the most beautiful thing that happened to me.” Sunayna whispered in Shankha’s ears.
Shankha muttered to himself“all of us live with our past. All of us allow it to shape our future. But
some of us know how to shrug the past. I think that is who I am.....”

-
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Cherishing Memories
– Bombay BEngalis Bijoya Sommiloni
Woooo !! What a day it was on October 16th.
It is just four months for me to be a part of BBs. Initially it was a surprise hearing that, on every
month there is a meet, there is a gathering to know each other, exchange views, Addas, Hopping,
Gossiping all these, but truly when came across such meetings, I found proud myself to be a part of
these meetings. It was, in one of the meetings declared, Bijoya Sommiloni would be celebrated, post
Durga Puja. Yes the Day is Oct 16th. Whole day there would be fun, good time for foodies, good time
for gossips, for leisure and the ultimate - cultural activity, for which the Bengalis are famous and
pioneer in world. We all were waiting for the day to come, counting hours, days on every moment of
our busy and hectic schedule. Finally the day has reached at our door step.

Evershine Club was good enough to welcome all of us with all its facilities. Good start of the day with
Onion Pakoda and lovely Tea. Who doesn’t want a typical gossip, be it political, be is social or a leg
pulling one for a specific bosom friend? All were enjoying the sunny day in a cool room very much.
The Kids… Oh My God !! Superb, got a time to fly under the sky, barring all their tiring studies, daily
home works, scolding of moms.

Sweet voice of Srabani and Half-Baritone Arin were there to welcome all the members. Cultural day
started with Manali, with her melodious voice. Her singing style and technique, would definitely take
her at her desired goal. Followed by Junior All India Radio Artiste Shambo. His recitation pushed me
into past, Golpo Dadur Aasor. Was taken aback by beats of Tabla, Moumita was on stage, with her
graceful postures. What a mind blowing performance!! Soon after that, we all got a highly
devotional ambience, Srabani harmonically took everybody under the feet of Shyama Maa.
Now the contrast, devotional to fictional, Aasthita took her stage by recitingrhythmic poetry Aabol
Tabol, a pure kid’s corner, with her own style of presentationalong with tabla.Daughter-Mom duo,
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Souraja and Mahashweta showed their talents in dance by thrilling the audience, mesmerizing each
and every one. Saurabh, aka Abak, really made all surprised with hisexpressive contemporary
performance and abstract face makeup. Finally beloved Pampa Di, with her pleasant voice,
reiterated Old is always Gold. Hats off to her.

These were all declared programs, but where there is Bangali, there are talents. From audience one
after one talents have started showing their flairs. All the Kids, Oishi, Aadi, Hridan took stage with
their own way, own style, surprised all of us. Paramita Mukherjee, Lipi Ganguly, Soumya, Debjyoti hit
the Sixers one after another. At last the long awaited moment, the hilarious comedy play Bibaho
Bichhed Mamla, came up on stage. Kamalini-Krishanu and Sandipta-Abhishek played as couples on
an O Henri Short Story magnificently, with their own way of acting. Laugh Laughter and so on.
Break for Foodies. Excellent tasty Lunch. Kudos to All Admins for arranging such a mouth -watering
dish. What a combination of items!!
Aehsaas and Jyanto Durga gave the right time spend post lunch. What a screening of the films, what
a concept. Personally wish Arin for his excellent deed.
Day came to an end, with introduction of all the members, followed by vote of thanks by Debashish
Da.
Bengalis love to eat and are experts at cooking up a storm and feeding people. So Madhumita has
lived up to every bong’s name: eating and feeding GORB-worthy food. She has multiplied the
acknowledgement, tips and love showered on her over the years for her cooking abilities. If you
crave for Kolkata’s authentic delicacies, it’s time to binge the Bong way!

-

Abhishek Dutta Majumder

Check All The Photos of Bijaya Sammilani:
https://www.facebook.com/BombayBengalis/ph
otos/?tab=album&album_id=570030929864437
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CAULIFLOWER ROAST RECEIPE
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INGREDIANTS:
1 BIG SIZE FULKOPI (CAULIFLOWER)
HALF CUP GREEN PEAS
5 TABLE SPOON CURD
4 TEA SPOON CASHEW NUT PAST
5 TABLE SPOON FRESH COCONUT PAST
4 CARDAMOM
2 BAY LEAF
2 CINNAMON STICK
RED CHILLI POWDER HALF TEA SPOON
1 TABLE SPOON GINGER PASTE
1 TABLE SPOON GREEN CHILLI PASTE
SALT AS PER TASTE
SUGAR AS PER TASTE
REFINED OIL 4 TABLE SPOON
GHEE 2 TABLE SPOON
GARAM MASALA HALF TEA SPOON
HALF A CUP OF WATER
METHOD:
FIRST WASH THE FULKOPI(CAULIFLOWER) AND CUT INTO BIG PICES, THEN HEAT THE PAN AND ADD 4 TABLE SPOON
REFINED OIL, NOW ADD FULKOPI(CAULIFLOWER) IN TO PAN, FRY FULKOPI(CAULIFLOWER) UNTIL IT BECOME LIGHT
BROWN, NOW TAKE OUT FULKOPI(CAULIFLOWER) FROM THE PAN, NOW ADD ONE TABLE SPOON GHEE IN THE PAN,
ADD BAY LEAF, CINNAMON AND CARDAMOM IN THE PAN, NOW ADD GINGER AND CHILLI PASTE IN THE PAN AND FRY IT
LITTLE BIT, AFTER THAT PUT RED CHILLI POWDER AND FRY IT, NOW MAKE A SMOOTH PAST OF THE CURD U CAN USE
GRINDER ALSO TO MAKE A CURD INTO A SMOOTH PAST, NOW ADD CURD IN TO THE PAN FRY IT LITTLE BIT, NOW ADD
CASHEW NUT PASTE AND COCONUT PASTE AND GIVE A GOOD MIX, THEN ADD GREEN PEAS AND FRY IT LITTLE BIT, NOW
ADD SUGAR AND SALT AS PER TASTE, WHEN EVERYTHING MIX PROPERLY YOU HAVE TO ADD WATER,WHEN WATER COME
TO BOIL ADD FULKOPI (CAULIFLOWER) AND MIX IT WELL, WHEN YOU CAN SEE FULKOPI(CAULIFLOWER) IS DONE AND
WATER IS REDUCE OFF THE GAS AND TAKE OUT THE DISH, ADD SOME GHEE AND GARAM MASALA AND SERVE IT WITH
PARATHA OR STEAM RICE.

-
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The stranger at the Airport
It was still dawn when I stepped out of the cab and walked towards the entry gate of the Mumbai
airport. The early morning February air was pleasantly cold.
I was travelling to Bengaluru to attend a college friend's wedding. It had been four years since we
graduated from the same college. This wedding was also going to be a reunion of our batch mates
and seniors. But what I didn't know was that the reunion would begin much ahead of time; right in
the queue in front of the airline counter.
I was almost sure it was she. Same height! Same long hair! Same complexion! Curiosity had my eyes
glued to her. And then about 60-odd seconds later, when she turned, she proved me right. My exgirlfriend stood two places ahead of me in that queue. We had never met after the college farewell.
I think she saw me too, though I could not be too sure. She didn’t smile, she didn’t acknowledge with
a nod.
“Any seat preferences Sir?” I heard the girl from Indigo’s ground crew ask.
At a distance, I could see the love of life already speeding towards security check.
I don’t know why, but I felt a strong urge to call her. Was it the right thing to do after what
happened four years ago? I was not sure.
“Seat preferences, Sir?” The girl from Indigo repeated.
“Can you cancel my ticket?” I asked back.
The Indigo girl looked at me, perplexed.
“We have logged you Sir….” She sighed apologetically. “I am afraid, I can’t help you”

“This is the last and final boarding call for Mr. Daman Sodhi travelling to Bengaluru by flight 6E 109.”
Somewhere a loudspeaker crackled.
I sighed. There was no point backing out now. I had to face my worst fears.
She was already seated inside. Five or six rows ahead of me, I guess
She must have seen me when I walked past her seat, or probably, I am just imagining.
It was very difficult to differentiate, especially amidst the noise a big Punjabi family was making!
I looked irritably at the Punjabi uncle’s dangling tummy, obstructing the modest aisle leading to my
seat.
“Cane yew waite fore a meeneat, mister” The man tried stuffing an oversized bag into the cabin
above.
I shrugged and stepped back. Who would want to start a day by arguing with a family oriented
Punjabi?
My eyes kept darting towards the girl I didn’t intend to encounter.
She had undone her tied hair. Her brown curls are spread beautifully over her bare shoulders.
“Sir, I am sorry, but you have to keep that bag down” Mercifully, the petite Air Hostess interrupted
the Punjabi uncle’s growing ambition to do the impossible.
He tried to protest, but the girl’s pretty face stopped him. No wonder that airlines employed only the
prettiest.
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Not many may agree, but history is full of classic examples where looks have diffused fights.
“Who do you think you are?” The boy had my collar in his hands.
“Leave me, now” I inched closer; our breaths wrestling for space, my hands itching for action.
“Or what?” The boy freed one of his hands, for an upcoming jab.
I too clenched my fists.
“Get off, both of you” Bony, dusky fingers spread across my chest.
There she was.
Her look was hard to describe.
She was like an Egyptian Princess, straight out of the Arabian nights; staring at me from my height.
(Yes at five nine, she was fairly tall for a girl).
“Renee” The boy sighed angrily. “You stay out of this”
Oh! So her name was Renee!
I never felt so flustered in a fight before.
Trust me, I would have apologized to that boy if she had asked me to.
Yet, she didn’t.
“It’s your fault Praveen” She looked at the boy. “He parked before you” He hinted at my black
Yamaha RX100.
“But, he can’t” The boy snapped. “This spot is reserved for seniors”
I juggled between the idea of supporting her or apologizing to the boy. Whatever made me look good
before her, I was willing to do.
“I am sorry, Sir” I still don’t know how those three words fell from my mouth.
What was a bigger surprise was that thankfully people who knew me well, didn’t burst into laughter.
“You heard that?” Renee gave the boy, a stern stare. “Let him, go now” She held me by arm, and led
me out of the parking lot.
Now, I am not exaggerating, but in her possession I was literally flying.
My eyes never left the sight of her excruciatingly beautiful face (Although they were visible only
partly. Thanks to the heaps of her brown hair that obscured my vision. That was the only time I
cursed her hair)
Who was she but? Did God, still made girls like her?
“That was a good thing you did, there” She stopped and turned towards me.
“Thanks Renee” I tried to smile.
“It’s ma’am” She mentioned curtly.
“I am sorry?” I couldn’t fathom what she meant.
“I said, you can address me either as Ma’am or Renee Ma’am”
Was she a teacher in the college?
“I am your senior from second year, if you must know” I guess she took pity on my blank face.
“Yes, yes Ma’am”
“We are currently, two hundred miles north of Bengaluru” The pilot’s heavy baritone tore through
the smooth humming of the plane’s engine.
I tried looking over the Punjabi uncle’s thick neck, past the strands of grey hair peeping out of the
bright yellow turban he sported. Five seats ahead, Renee was still engrossed in the book she held in
her hand.
“Why do you always keep reading?” I snatched the book off her hands.
“Return my book, Daman” She groaned.
“What are you reading anyways?” I glanced down at the cover. “Now and Forever by Danielle Steel?”
I read aloud the title.
“Well done Sherlock” She snatched the book from hand and stuffed it inside my purple bag.
“It’s a pretty old book” I remarked. “My mom used to read this”.
“Sure, she did” She admitted with a weak smile.
“Try reading contemporaries” I suggested.
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“Contemporaries, huh?” She laughed. “An English Honors grad couldn’t have put it any better”
Things had changed considerably in the last one year, at least between us.
But, honestly if you ask me, it had been a grueling journey.
I had seen a great companion in her, and I was raring to leave my mark on her life.
Although, she didn’t open up initially, but my relentless pursuits at last yielded fruits.
Yes, she was my senior. So what?
That couldn’t have changed my feelings for her. It was love at first sight at me, and love after many
fights for her.
No, before you start guessing, she didn’t fight with me. We rarely fought!
She fought with herself.
One part of her liked his carefree, relaxed Sikh boy from Kolkata. The other, the more conservative
part relented her growing fondness for a junior.
But, eight months down the line, we are the most unique couple in the college!
“Sir, the window shade” A strong fragrance of a women’s perfume gushed through my nostrils.
The airhostess arched over me. “The window shade, Sir” She repeated politely.
“Sure” I lifted the window shade up. My face reflected against the thick glasses of the window
(Bengaluru as usual was extra cloudy)
“Stop staring”
She looked at me, amused. “When did you return?” She set the mirror aside.
“A minute back” I wrapped my arms around her waist. But, there was no warmth in her reaction.
“What’s wrong?” I unwrapped my arms and looked at her.
“Daman” She inched a bit closer to me. Her fingers brushed lightly against mine. “Do you love me?”
I was amused by her question. “What sort of question is that?”
“Just reply?”
“Yes, I do.” I sighed.
“Do what?”
“What has gone into you? You know I love you.” Now, I was getting annoyed.
We have been living together for over two months now. Of course, I loved her. But, what irked me
now was her persistence to make me speak out that my feelings every, single day. Not that it had
always annoyed me. But, we were no longer in college. Repeating my feelings for her, over and over
again, pushed me into an unseen realm of boredom, and occasionally annoyance.
“How much?” She persisted much against my growing discomfort.
“Renee” I sighed, irritably. “I am just back from work. Can’t it wait?”
She cupped my face in to her delicate hands. Her hands smelled of freshly applied body lotion. “How
much do you love me, Daman?” She looked into my eyes.
I looked away. “I am not answering. Not now at least” I undid her hands, and walked towards the
washroom.
“Daman, I am pregnant” She called softly.
I missed a pulse.
I mean, I was modern, carefree, independent, successful, but a father? Now, that was something, I
wasn’t willing to become at 26.
I turned towards her. “You are what?” I tried not to sound wild.
She, it seems, was expecting a lot more warmer response from me. “You are not happy?” She asked
softly.
“I am not ready” I replied softly.
“But, you always made me realize that out of us, it was I who was not so progressive, not so
independent, a little conservative and even bucolic at times. And today, you tell me you are not
prepared?” She showed no anger, no apathy, just a plain look of curious pain. “Was this all a ploy to
bed me, Daman?”
Even, my face bore a hurt look. “Can you abort?”
“No” That was all she said, and I didn’t relent further.
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Maybe, because I was a little too scared then. Maybe, because, amongst us both, it was me who was
conservative, bucolic even. Maybe, because, I was too sure of the otherwise. Who would imagine this
Bhopal girl to live the life of a single mother? At least I wouldn’t.
“Hey Daman?” There was a soft tap on my shoulder.
There she was, the Egyptian Princess standing right next to me, near the luggage conveyor.
“Hey, Hi” I pretended to be surprised, allowing my eyes to scout her.
Was there a wedding ring on her finger, a sacred pendent on her bare neck perhaps, at least, a small
dash of the red vermilion on her forehead? Anything to suggest she had moved on!
There was this guilt I had been trying to forego for years now.
But, there was nothing about her appearance that refuted her single status.
And, there I was once again…. At crossroads of my ambition and guilt.
“How have you been?” She looked at me through those beautiful hazel eyes.
“Usual” I tried to breathe evenly. “So, what are you doing here in Bengaluru?” I asked as if I didn’t
know.
‘I came here for Ritwik’s marriage’ was obviously the answer what I was expecting.
“I am on my way to Coorg” She said instead.
“Coorg, why?” I made no attempt to hide my curiosity.
“My daughter studies at a boarding school there.”
‘You mean our daughter?’ I wish I could ask her that day ……..

- Debjit Chatterjee
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“BENGALI”-THE SOULS OF INDIAN CINEMA.
“Bengali” an essence of unity for me, Bengal may have got divided but Bengalis cannot. Being an
Indian Filmmaker and Bengali by blood and soul and also the dear brother of all the citizens of
Bangladesh,I would like to signify that how Bengalis have become the soul of Indian Cinema thereby
giving a global acclamation.
Let’s dive into the past to see how the first stepping stone of Indian Cinema was laid.
Back then Bangladesh was part of India. The first seed of Indian Filmmaking got swoon by a Bengali
photographer “Hiralal Sen” who gradually became a film-maker, the first Indian Film Director. His
native house was in Bagjuri, a village in Manikganj, (then in India) which is now in Bangladesh. Post
Lumiere Brother’s moving train motion picture landed in Bombay in 1896 (now Mumbai ), in 1898 a
silent film was presented by Professor Stevenson along with the direction of late Mr. Hiralal Sen
which was based on a stage show performed at Star Theatre in Calcutta (now Kolkata) . Certain
scenes of the play was made into a film and the film was named “The Flower of Persia”.
“Tollywood”, the first ever Hollywood inspired name was adopted by Bengal Film Industry which
dates way back to 1932 and which also turns out to be the first recognized Film Industry of Indian
Cinema. An American Sound Engineer who was involved in India’s first ever sound film then, gave
the name “Tollywood” to the Bengal Film Industry. The word “Tollywood” was derived from
Tollygunge’s “Tolly” and “Wood” derived as a rhythm of Hollywood. “Tolly” was derived because
Tollygunge was the center of Indian Cinema at that time, as much as Hollywood was the Center of
cinema of United States at that time. “ Bollywood” the name of Hindi film industry, the heart of
Indian Cinema now based in Mumbai, (then Bombay), was named after it got inspired from the
name Tollywood.
The first bengali talkies was a short film “Jamai Shasthti” and first Bengali full length feature film was
“Dena Paona”. Both of which got released in 1931.
Thereafter slowly came the “Golden Era of Indian Cinema”. This was the period, when Indian Cinema
was getting recognitions from all around the world. Directors from Bengal such as Satyajit Ray,
Mrinal Sen, Ritwik Ghatak and Buddhadeb Dasgupta made remarkably huge contributions to Indian
Cinema and won the hearts of millions globally. Thus global acclamation was achieved successfully
by all these above named famous directors from Bengal.
Satyajit Ray still remains the one and only Oscar Winning Filmmaker from India. He also contributed
in the up gradation of filmmakers of next generation. Shyam Benegal was one of Ray’s outcome.
Ritwik Ghatak, one of the masters in creating drama, has also trained and influenced many of the
current “big” filmmakers of India. The one and only Indian Filmmaker in Hollywood Vidhu Vinod
Chopra was trained by Ritwik Ghatak,even he bags the recent films like 3idiots,PK,etc. Also the word
“Vidhu” was added before the name of Vinod Chopra as “Vidhu” was the name given by Ritwik
Ghatak . David Dhawan one of the expert in creating comedy films in India, was inspired to become a
filmmaker after watching the ever green film of Ritwik Ghatak “Meghe Dhaka Tara”. Even the Big-B
of Indian Cinema “Amitabh Bacchan “, made his entry in bollywood by doing a forty-five second
voice-over for a film by Mrinal Sen “Bhuvan Shome” in 1969. For this performance of voice-over by
Amitabh Bachchan, he was remunerated with three hundred rupees and that was the first earning of
Mr. Bachchan in Bollywood.
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Mithun Chakraborty is not only the only man to do most numbers of Bollywood Cinema, but also
having the world record of doing most number of films in a specific language as a hero, than anyone
till today. He is considered the Father of Bollywood Dancing, as he laid the foundation of modern
Bollywood Dance by performing his epic “disco dance” steps in the film named “Disco Dancer” in
1982.
The technical innovation of “Bouncing Light” was made by Subrata Mitra, the cinematographer of all
the legendry films by Satyajit Ray. It was pioneered while filming the second part of Apu Triology
“Aparajito” in 1956.
In Music of Indian Cinema, Bengalis have ruled in past and is still ruling. Be it S.D Burman, R.D.
Burman, Kishore Kumar & Hemanta Kumar Mukhopadhay or be it Kumar Sanu, Priatm, Jeet Ganguly,
Arijit Singh and Shreya Ghosal in the recent times.
In recent times, the likes of like Aparna Sen, Goutam Ghosh, Rituporno Ghosh, Anjan Dutta, Anurag
Basu, Shoojit Sircar, Sujoy Ghosh, Dibakar Banerjee, Shonali Bose and many more Bengali filmmakers
got recognitions critically and both commercially.
That

is

how

we

“BENGALI”

-

THE

SOULS

OF

INDIAN

CINEMA”.

I, being an Indian Bengali and a part of Indian Cinema, felt extreme pride while writing this blog and
reviving the contributions and significance of Bengalis in the 100years of Indian Cinema.
A tribute to my Grandmother Late. Dolly Saha.
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Mumbai in My Eyes
Mumbai ……No no Bombay. This is the name we have heard from childhood. From childhood itself
we have heard that Bombay is the dreamland. We used to see Bombay by watching movies and tried
to learn something about the city. Though there is a blurred memory of Bombay from my childhood
since we came here once on vacation but that was too weak to capture the images, to dream about
the city. Yes my dream became true couple of years ago. I came to Bombay again in 2013 which now
has become Mumbai.

Photo: Arin Paul
I never thought one day I would also come to live in Mumbai where hundreds of people come to
materialize their dream and I will see my own dream also getting into reality slowly. On the very first
day I was amazed with the beauty of this cosmopolitan city. I felt attracted to this city which is
surrounded by sea and the hill. Gradually I realize that the natural beauty of the city get changed
from season to season. The rainy season brings the greenery imbibed on the hill which is studded
with the small waterfalls here and there, the clouds sometimes come so low that it hits the top floor
of our building, the high tides ….. all these work as a stimulant to be in love with this city called
Mumbai. Not only nature, the way of different festivals celebrated in Mumbai is also amazing.
People from every corner of India, from every state, from every religion comes here to stay, to live,
to fulfill their dreams. Throughout the year I have seen different festivals is getting celebrated here.
You name it and you will have it…..Baisakhi, Lori, Rathayatra, Shivratri, Eid, Muharram, Durgapuja,
Onam, Christmas and Ganapati festival and so many. After coming here I become familiar with this
and enjoyed. I felt delighted after watching Dahihandi, Garva and Ganapati festival for the first time
in my life.
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Photo: Arin Paul
The people here are also very hard working as well as professional. To fulfill your dream you need to
have a medium and this city has so many mediums through which you can get success by your effort
and hard work. So many opportunities are there. You just need to find the right one for you. Not
only film Industry every Industry is appreciated here.
The evaluation of one place would be incomplete without evaluating the people of that place. I have
told earlier that Mumbai is a place where people from every state of India and most probably from a
number of countries are there. That’s why we have the opportunity to know the people from so
many places. There are so many things we can learn from these people, their culture, their language,
their food. This is place where Industry and culture meet.
Bengalis are the people who like to experiment with food and after coming here I got to know so
many types of food habits. Not only Martha thali, I had Gujrathi, Rajasthani, Jain, Punjabi thalis in
the restaurant. This is an amazing experience.
After coming here I came to know that Mumbai is truly a mini India. We were getting the phrase
Unity in diversity only in the books but Mumbai is the true example of this phrase. This is truly a
dream land which contains all kinds of people rich, poor, good, bad and worst.
-
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Sports in India
Sports has been an integral part of human life since the advent of mankind. The time of early man
had no full-fledged definition of sports. Men were involved in hunting, fishing, and clashes with
other tribes. The physical activity brought out the essence of games and skills. The birth of several
civilizations led to a more profound meaning of sports. People started taking interest in sports and
events. Sports was considered as the symbol of sound health and masculine strength.
Today sports is a different concept. Gone are the days of display of physical strength. Games such as
Cricket, Football, Basketball, Athletics, Hockey, Polo, Kabaddi, Archery, Swimming, Tennis,
Badminton, and many others, employ an equal participation of the mind and the body. Games
involve more of strategy and stamina rather than just a bull run. Sports used to be a part-time
recreational activity but today, sports is more than a hobby. It has evolved as a career option and a
medium to make ones' country proud. There are world renowned players who have dedicated their
whole life to sports.
There are two things that rule the hearts of every Indian – Sports and Bollywood. In a country where
Bollywood and Sports are treated on par with religion, it is inspiring to see both these themes come
together. With passing time, even other sports have garnered a lot of interest amongst Indians. And
Indian filmmakers noticed this growing sports frenzy and tapped the opportunity giving us some of
the finest sports films in Hindi cinema. Sports and cinema may have very little in common but when
put together they make one hell of a combination.Therefore, it is not hard to see why Hindi sports
films impact viewers so much. These movies evoke inspiration and a sense of team spirit and
patriotism in viewers. Sports being the flavour of the country, several Hindi films have been centered
around sport in the last few years.

Photo: Arin Paul
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Lagaan - The movie showed how a group of villager agrees to play a match of cricket with the British
rulers to save their village from the exorbitant taxes imposed on them. The end match is the most
breathe taking moment from the movie.
The movie depicts the story of a deaf and mute youth ‘Iqbal’ (played by Shreyas Talpade) who
wishes to be a successful bowler and eventually gets selected for the national team.
Dil Bole Haddipa again focuses on Cricket love but this time it’s a female protagonist who wants to
join the cricket team.
Jo Jeeta Wohi Sikandar - The movie was a huge success and people still remember the movie for its
brilliant story, performances of the actors and great sound tracks. The movie encourages the sport
cycling. The last cycle match is again a memory from Bollywood.
Chake De India - The film is a beautiful piece of art, which is based on a strong script themed on
hockey, which is the national sport of India.
Ajay Devgn starrer Jigar puts light on the art of Karate.
Goal - It tells the story of a struggling football team of South hall, which after fighting all odds against
it emerges victorious, with its sheer hard work and passion for the game.
Paan Singh Tomar-The film is based on athlete Paan Singh who won the steeplechase event at the
Indian National Games seven years in a row, and then went on to become a rebel in the Chambal
valley.
Ferrari Ki Sawarri-This heart-warming film about a father's effort to fulfill his son's wish of being a
cricketer.
Apne -Dharmendra played a former Olympic silver medallist, who is falsely charged of using drugs
and banned from playing the game. He hopes that one of his sons will take up boxing.
Bhaag Milkha Bhaag is a 2013 Indian biographical sports drama film directed by Rakeysh Omprakash
Mehra from a script written by Prasoon Joshi. The story is based on the life of Milkha Singh, an
Indian athlete who was a national champion runner and an Olympian.
Mary Kom is a 2014 Indian biographical sports film directed by Omung Kumar and produced by
Sanjay Leela Bhansali. The film stars Priyanka Chopra in the lead role of the eponymous boxer, with
Darshan Kumar and Sunil Thapa in supporting roles as her husband and mentor, respectively.
Sultan is a 2016 Indian romantic sports-drama film directed by Ali Abbas Zafar. The film focuses on
Sultan Ali Khan, a fictional wrestling champion from Haryana whose successful career creates a rift in
his personal life
Dangal (English: Wrestling) The former is India's first female wrestler to win at the 2010
Commonwealth Games, where she won the gold medal (55 kg) while her sister Babita Kumari won
the silver (51 kg). "Dangal" is the Hindi term for "a wrestling competition".
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India has been experiencing distinct positive growth prospects in the sports sector since the past few
decades. Acclaimed sportspersons such as P.T. Usha, Sachin Tendulkar, Mary Kom, Sania Mirza,
Abhinav Bindra, Sushil Kumar, Saina Nehwal, and others, have bagged several prizes and honors in
their respective fields and made our country. We have world class infrastructure and state-of-the –
art facilities for the aid of our budding players. The younger generation is no more bound to its
domains. India has started to evolve as the production house of great talents that the world has ever
witnessed.
India most importantly should develop at least somewhat of a sports culture, through investing in
more sports facilities at schools and stadiums in towns and cities. Sports other than cricket should
also be emphasized, and tailored to the means and abilities of different wealth groups and states
(for example, wrestling is an important local sport in Haryana, which is why it produces most of
India’s Olympic athletes in that sport). Indians should focus on the sports in which they are more
likely to succeed, for a variety of cultural, institutional, or dietary reasons that are by no means fixed
or permanent, or characteristic of every Indian. In general, with the exception of hockey and
wrestling, Indians have been winning more medals at sports that emphasize agility, flexibility, and
concentration such as badminton, shooting, gymnastics, while performing less well in team sports
and contact sports.
With the prospects seeming so bright, it is likely that there is no scope of concern about the future of
Indian Sports. A deeper insight into the mechanism of the sports reveals some setbacks. As we
observe that some sports have witnessed greater impetus by the authorities and the crowd while
the other have been just left out in the rush. For instance, we are all aware of the glorious phase of
cricket but hockey has lost its charm. It’s not the game but the unjustified approach of the
authorities that set the downfall of an incredible sport. The sportspersons associated with the sport
are in peril and have gradually lost the zest to perform better and keep up the records.
In today’s world, where men and women are exercising equal rights, there are instances which prove
that sports involving men are prioritized. Some of us still cling to the idea that sports is not the arena
for women. We need to get above this hoary fundamental and the earlier we realize this, the better
will be the promises of women empowerment.
Last but not the least, the complex and baseless politics that hover over the sports sector in India.
The lower strata of the society face stones of obstruction while the politically influenced ones secure
a considerable position with least efforts. The selection forum has to understand the intricate fact
that sports is nothing but the display of one’s talents and skills. It takes a lot of efforts and sacrifices
to frame one’s career. The unjustified partiality may curb a blooming dream and the death of a
talent.
The vigor and enthusiasm of the Indian sportspersons have been well appreciated by the world.
India is one of the top ranking countries to actively participate in world sports events. To maintain
our dignity and worth, we must get rid of some of our obstinate ideas and rectify the inefficient
performance of the sports authorities. We all aspire of days when our country would be
experiencing a top-notch position in the world of sports more awards to be brought home.

-
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Travelogue: Arunachal
A meandering river cutting across the foggy view. You take a turn and behold the sea of clouds.
Stand at the edge of a cliff and watch the green get darker with every mountain range.
That’s not a tourist viewpoint or a mountain view room of a classy hotel, I am talking about. That is
Arunachal. Breathtaking and virgin beauty. As you trudge uphill, your eyes will soar up and forced
you will be stand still and reach out to the sky, so nearby.

My co-traveller’s for Arunachal was the revered Indian Army. A double boon I must say. Not only
was I heading for a dream destination, but also to live the daily life of an army-man was what would
be an intriguing addition to the experience.
We started our trip from Guwahati in an army convoy and the day trip ended at Tenga. Tenga – a
small hill town, a giggling river, some few shops for tea and yummy instant noodles, not to miss the
lush colours of wild flowers and that’s almost it. The Tenga river is peaceful, has full flow and a
musical tempo in its gait. The evening was spent on the banks of the river – Fun, frolic, selfies and
music filled the hour. Darkness engulfed us and the clock struck at only 6 pm. It was time to be
indoors as per the locals.
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The next day started early and forward marched the convoy, towards our base destination, army
camp Senge. A traveller’s tip here. Arunachal Pradesh is not a designed destination, neither a custom
made tour can be made of it. Arunachal is raw and wild. Its where you get lost. Its where nature
slumbers. Its free and ample. I can’t share the number of times I stood speechless at the sight ahead
of me, and neither do I want to. But what I can assure is that you will find your custom moments as
well.
Senge is an army camp, and it was my first night in any such place. The camp is based on a low cliff
which overlooks one of the many views that can steal your heart. The army dinner is held at full gala.
The camp members gather in a cosy Victorian dining area heated by wood fire. Attendants took a
salute entry and read out the full course menu. Then starts the sumptuous meal and the fight with
the forks. The spread of the cutlery and the spread of the cuisine almost equaled in volume.
I sat down at the edge of the cliff post dinner. The darkness and the silence was too eerie for my city
senses. As I sat there, I calmed down and found the beetle tweet, the leaves rustling their update
and the mountains ingramming their low light selfie. But I could not join in. I did not want to. I just
sat and soaked it all up. Someone in the camp, struck a chord on the guitar, and it was Rafi-Sahab
composition. The low hymn amidst the all pervading silence, is a curry for your soul. Goodnight said
the day.
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The next morning we started for Tawang – the largest monastery in India, which also shares it name
with the district itself. On the journey we had to cross the Se- La Pass and Lake. The Se-La Gate stood
at the pass with its gigantic structure and the colorful holy flags added the glint of colour in the black
and white backdrop. It was a masterpiece of the master himself. It was almost two days spent in
Arunachal and till then, I had not experienced any high altitude effect. But at the altitude of 13700ft
above sea level, we were left breathless. Eager not to miss, and with very high spirits, we dragged
ourselves against the rocky narrow path against the lake. The lake was not frozen but challenged to
low visibility, as if in a hide and seek game, the fog and the mist would only lift to reveal their hidden
treasure to the deserving. The wind chilled us to the spine and with every step up, we could feels our
respiratory organs having a tough time.
At around lunch hour we reached Tawang monastery, which stood at a height of 10000ft atop a
mountain and across the Tawang river valley. The three storeyed monastery was home to a fairly
large population of Buddhist monks and was itself the size of a mini town, with assembly hall, school
and living quarters for students, monks and Llamas. The main stupa, almost 18ft stood at the end of
a massive reading hall filled with Buddhist scriptures. By our lucky grace, on the said day the
monastery was celebrating a grand feast, where all members had gathered in the courtyard to feast
themselves to the authentic cuisines. Encouraged by their hospitality, we agreed to treat our
tastebuds by sharing their meal spread, but failed miserably as the mountain chilly turned out to be
a wee too hot for us. The Tawang town area had a busy market where you can choose to pick up
Buddhist articles or local wine. Return journey commenced and once home, we snuggled into our
cosy quarters.
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And the last day prior to homeward journey we woke early and sat with our coffee mugs at our own
cliff-corner to witness the sun rise. Sunrises in the mountains is like waking up. The sunrays kiss the
peak, run over a gentle pass over the mountain body and soon the entirety wakes up. It fills your
senses first and then captures your mind and soul. We had planned a short day plan for ourselves.
Dressed to kill in boots and hats, we trudged towards the Jung falls. The magnificent Jung falls,
plunge from not so much height but with great force. It melts from the clouds it seems. Milky white
and the sprays of it cause a drizzle all around. There at the base, we opened our “dabbas” and had
our steamy favourite maggi noodle which tasted ever the best. And with stomachs filled with food
and heart filled with joy, we splashed around in the cool waters. Our forefathers were real lucky
beings and we felt no less luckier.
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Back in the camp we participated in the “Bada Khana”, a sort of picnic where all ranks of the army
sat and ate together from the same service and celebrated the bonds of fraternity. The lip-smacking
cuisine of army chefs, patriotic songs and crazy bhangda and gidda – what else can you ask for more
in a full house party !
Next up was the Senge Gumpha. It was downhill, fogged and in a no visibility zone. It was a small
stupa, amidst greenery and the air was scented of the incenses alight. They say the Buddhist
mantras float around in the atmosphere from the holy flags that flutter in the air and hence their
dominant presence across holy places. Next we halted at the Senge Shopping Centre. We city-zens
accustomed with foodcourts, multiplexes and all in one shopping plazas will receive their first doze
of simplicity shock, post visit to this locally famous place. A row of five shops, around a quaint u-turn
is what comprises of the shopping complex. Wine, flowers, winter wear and noodles are the
hotsellers, if you wanted to buy.
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It was our last evening in Arunachal. It was late, and with so much still left to be discovered, I felt
discontent. My body was tired and struggled to keep in sense, but the mind was refreshed. In a day
or two I will be back in my place, sleeping on my bed, but Arunachal gave me so much more than
just a vacation. The feel of fresh air in my lungs, the bright colours in my eyes, sounds of nature in
my ears, the peace in my mind and the happiness which filled my heart. I was blessed.
Arunachal is not the place to relax your body. It’s the place to run free and wild. Its where you satisfy
your wanderlust. You discover it all by yourself in your own way. It will spellbind you, force you bow
down to nature and then leave you with the power to be exactly what you want to be. That’s just
one of the many gifts of Arunachal.

-
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PROBASHE
– A SHORT FILM ON BOMBAY BENGALIS
-

Reetu Parna

Feeling fresh, lively and young?? After a very very short hair cut, I reached the coffee shop for a
quick chit chat with my 'Bombay Bengali' friends! After sometime, I see my husband Siddhartha
(Sid), in deep conversation with Arin, the group creator and a friend now. I think they are having
some 'boys only' discussion over smoke and turn my head away and keep enjoying my banter with
the others!But soon Arin calls me to join them.He tells me that they are thinking of making a short
film on the 'probashis' (a term used for a Bengali living outside Bengal)here and a little bit about the
concept.I congratulate him and say it is definitely a good idea. and here comes the catch!They have
us; Sid,me and Aditya(Adi), our son to potray the roles of the probashis in 'Probashe'! Sid has already
given his go ahead and it’s my turn now. The woman in me strikes and the first thing that comes to
my mind is 'whaaaat I have to enact my first role of a propaaah bengali mohila in this short funky
hairdo'!I feel like going back to the salon then and there to get my hair re-attached !This is how the
journey of 'Probashe',the short film starts for us ??
The day of the shoot arrives. We three are almost ready with groggy eyes at 5 am in the morning as
our first shot requires even the sun to be ready and we are trying to beat the sun in its own game.
Yes it is a sunrise shot!

With half the crew and to be superstars, 'Us' packed in our car we drive away crazily to our location..
Our very own Pampa Di's home..
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We are praying we can reach early for the sunrise shot. Personally, I couldn't think of rising up soo
early once again. But since we are soo good at our game sun gets scared of us and decides to quit
the game, so doesn't rise at all! It is a cloudy morning and Sid starts off with his shot without the sun
in the frame.

Our Rajmata Pampa Di, we call her Rajmata out of love and affection and she takes it very sportingly,
has already prepared some sumptuous breakfast for us. Suman, the wonderful still photographer
but cinematographer for the day already wants to take a break and gorge after an all night
exhausting party. Dipanjan, the sincere and talented cinematographer and Arin the director cracks
the whip on all. Work first!!!
Remember, I had mentioned to you about my hair being my only concern, as if I had already won
many awards in acting so I need not worry about that at all! Now me and Pampa Di try our last ditch
efforts to fix my hair with hair pins and 'jura' but no nothing doing, hair refuses to tolerate all this
intrusion and everything comes off. Pampa Di suggests a few alterations of hair strands here and
there to make me look little more ethnic and I just get it done without even looking at the mirror!
I watch Sid giving his shot and is highly impressed seeing his confidence in facing the camera,he
being quite an introvert and with absolutely no drama or 'anything to do with stage' background.
Now I am feeling a little jittery, though I have being active culturally right from childhood.
We have a briefing of my shot. My first shot is not upto my expectation but Arin okays it. Second one
with 'Rajmata' is fun. We are just supposed to fold clothes, chat and laugh. But somehow the camera
angles or the lighting is not right and the cloudy day is not helping us either. However, a lot of
clothes get folded by us till the shot gets okayed. At least some good work done! What say!
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A funny anecdote;everyone was deciding whether Pampa Di will suit playing my mom or mother in
law but we could not arrive at a decision but the shot went on.Till date we ourselves don't know
whether ' Rajmata' played my mom or saas ??
Let me introduce a very interesting person Subroto aka 'Mora Da' to you all. Yes you heard that right
'Mora'!!!
Our director, Arin also has a hobby of rechristening people and 'Mora' is one of his most famous
creations.Subroto, the silent editor by profession but very flexible both physically and mentally
would not think twice to hold the thermocol boards at very odd positions for better lighting when
not snipping at our shots!
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It seems Adi's shot was already taken right at the beginning. So after finishing off our tasty breakfast
we move on to our next location.
On my way I kept thinking of how complicated this filmaking process is.We all get to see the
beautiful end product but in reality it is just like a puzzle where every puzzle piece has to be in the
right place otherwise one wrongly placed puzzle piece can turn the entire puzzle/film ugly.Really
complicated!

The later half of the day was spent in our BB member, Anindita's beautiful home.
Here Sid had to wear dhoti and me a saree for our shot. I got dressed in a jiffy to the surprise of
many and contrary to the popular belief that women take forever to get ready but when Sid came
out after a really long time we all burst out laughing.He looked like a new groom just about to get
married with only the 'topor' missing. Quite overdressed for the role, change was required and that
meant another long wait??For the scene Adi has to hold my hand and that seemed like the biggest
challenge to all of us. He was just running around and the shot was taking time to get
completed.Arin kept running after Adi to ensure he doesn't run away from the scene.I was losing my
patience but Arin and the entire crew were doing their work calmly along with handling him.Satish
Da, the 'korta' of the Mohapatra house took it upon himself to baby sit Adi and Pakhi, their sweet
daughter, for the day so that the shoot could progress uninterrupted. A big thank you to all off to
them!
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Me and Anindita had a shot together depicting my fun times in Kolkata with friends.
As the cameras rolled we two were just unstoppable, we talked and laughed as if there was no
tomorrow. Till date, the first thing people ask me after watching the film is that what we were
gossiping about that brought about such mischievous grin and laughter to our eyes and faces.
Sorry friends! I am still not going to bust the true story of our wicked laughter. It will be between me
and her forever. Hehehe!
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We had a hearty lunch of lip smacking biryani courtesy Anindita. Our Anuran also cooked and
brought some mean fish curry.

Anuran helped around with the shoot sincerely. Do I need to tell you what is Anuran's rechristened
name? I am sure not, it is world famous now??
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The remaining shoot were mainly my scenes.It was time for some heavy duty acting now. Arin kept
explaining the scenes and I just went with the flow.I saw how difficult camera work was and what all
they had to do to get the right shot.
We actors or rather non actors were taking breaks between shots but Subroto, Arin, Suman and
Dipanjan continued to discuss the shots and called for a re shoot wherever required.They were
working non stop.Of course you cannot count the smoke breaks. That would be unfair??

We wrapped up the day in the evening after an entire day of hard work.We were all amazed at how
our three year old Adi worked and played non stop from 4am till about 7.30 pm without nagging or
crying. The crew stayed back to do some more work while we left for home.
Our first day in front of a moving camera, that too as a family, would definitely be one of the most
memorable things in our lives!What an experience!
We were much more confident for the next schedule.Then we came to know its an outdoor and all
our confidence went out of the window!
However, we reach the famous Victoria Terminus with a big suitcase in tradional attire.The people
on the road gives me weird looks which makes me feel like an Alien.Not a good start for an already
jittery actor. As the shoot starts and we cross from one side of the busy road to the other, I forget
the rolling cameras and catch hold of Sid's hand.Actually crossing busy roads is one of my phobias!
Poor Sid has Adi sleeping on his shoulder, one hand carrying the suitcase and the other hand being
mauled by his' road crossing phobic' wife!
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And to add to his and my woes, this scene gets okayed after many retakes as the crowd could not be
stopped from carrying on with business as usual for the shoot.
Later Arin tells me that my scared expressions and Sid's overburdened disposition all worked in
favour of the scene. We are relieved??
The last leg of the shoot gets completed in front of the iconic Gateway and Taj hotel pretty
smoothly.
I quickly change my costume in one of the clean washrooms of a coffee shop. It was quite risqué but
sun was already setting and we had to finish the shoot before that.
Our cat and mouse game with the sun.We started the journey wishing for a sunrise shoot and was
ending the journey with a sunset one.My or rather our involvement in the film started in a coffee
shop and here we were again at another one, getting ready to finish our last shot.
I was soo hungry by then that I lost my cool with Sid over a complimentary cookie which came with
the coffee.He had gobbled it when I was changing and to our disappointment and utter shock the
staff refused to give another one even on extra payment. I stormed off without even drinking the
cold coffee.Luckily that saved us some time and we were just in time for our final shoot.Sid was not
feeling guilty anymore of eating my prized cookie!
What do you all think? Wasn't it a very memorable journey for us or rather all of us? Many small
funny incidents happened throughout the making that made this entire experience fun and
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entertaining. Arin just explained the shot and let us enact it in our own way thereby making it easy
for us. Whether we could justice to our roles you can tell better.
We got to know what exactly it is to face a moving camera and how much hard work goes behind it.
My respect for the actors and all who are behind the camera have gone up infinitely.
This is definitely not everyone's cup of tea.To look good in the sun, rain, wind, cold and emote as
well with those heavy duty dialogues is a mammoth task!To wait for your turn as your co actors
shoot requires a lot of patience.Giving the same shot again and again is boring.Similarly for people
who are behind the scene,their task starts much before the shoot starts and ends much later after
the shoot wraps up.This field of work is definitely for those who are highly passionate about their
work.
Personally, I got to see the creative side of my husband which I doubt I would have ever seen. Hats
off to Arin who could convince him! The resilience of my child and his camera freindly nature was an
eye opener for all. We never saw a single shot during the making lest we get critical of our own
performance.
Overall a very good and memorable experience which we three will cherish for a lifetime.Many act
but how many get the opportunity to face the camera together as a family! A big thank you to the
group 'Bombay Bengalis' which brought us all together and made this possible.
'Probashe' the film, touched a chord with almost everyone who live away from home.We are happy
and proud to be a part of this journey!

WATCH PROBASHE:
https://youtu.be/zvywrjA2H
D8
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The Third Issue is COMING SOON. To send your photographs and articles mail
to bombaybengalis@gmail.com
Download The 1st Issue: https://www.pdfarchive.com/2016/09/30/probashe-mumbai-one/
Bombay Bengalis Admin Team: (in alphabetical order) Arin Paul, Biswadeep
Mazumder, Debasish Banerjee, Debdutta Banerjee, Mahasweta Ghosh, Mili
Chakraborty, Sanjeev Ganguly, Subroto Dutta & Suman Nandi.
Bombay Bengalis Creatives Team: (in alphabetical order) Anindita Mohapatra,
Baishali Sen, Lipi Ganguly, Mohua Banerjee, Sharadiya Ghosh, Smita Kayal,
Sraboni Mukherjee and the admin team.
Newsletter Editor: Arin Paul.
Sub Editors: Anindita Mohapatra & Baishali Sen.
Creative Ideas: Ananya Paul & Mohua Banerjee.

Send Your Feedback to bombaybengalis@gmail.com

Website: www.bombaybengalis.in
Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/BombayBengalis/
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/BombayBengalis
Instagram: bombaybengalis
Twitter: https://twitter.com/bombaybengalis ( @bombaybengalis )
Email: bombaybengalis@gmail.com
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